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Sas tower defense 4

If you like Tower Defense titles, free Dragon Hunter II is worth checking out. You are a lone soldier who defends your castle from the onslaught of air and naval dragons. You start with a simple bow and arrow, but later you will be able to get more advanced weapons. Game-play is pretty simple: to aim the arrow, you just need a point on your goal. On the other hand, the force of the arrow depends on how
you swipe the screen, and the amount of drag determines performance. It's a little confusing to explain, and it takes some getting used to in the game, but after a few levels you pre.Complet level earns gold that you can spend on upgrades and food. You will need food to keep your people alive; But if you manage to survive in later levels, the ship will automatically deploy from your fortress and someone will
collect dragon meat for you. So with each level you'll use up food, but you'll also get food (assuming your meat collector doesn't get killed). Upgrades include better weapons, more arrows, and stronger strength. But these improvements are quite expensive, and you don't have to earn a lot of gold in the first few levels – so game action can take a while to pick up. All in all, Dragon Hunter II is a decent tower
defense game that eventually gets quite challenging and interesting – but ultimately there is a keyword here. Note: When you buy something by clicking on the links in our articles, we can get a small commission. Read our affiliate link policies for more information. Fans of Tower Defense games probably played or at least heard of fieldrunners. The popular game hit the App Store a few years ago, and has
been downloaded hundreds of thousands of times since its release. Yet a successor has now arrived - Fieldrunners 2, and it seems no less exciting than the game's first installment. Fieldrunners 2 offers a total of 25 unique levels in 4 different fieldrunners island zones and more than 20 weapons that can be selected at the beginning of each stage. There are more than 30 different types of enemies,
including bosses, that are harder to kill, but reward you generously. There are several new game modes as well: Sudden Death, in which endless swarms of enemies are released against the player, and Puzzle Maps, which put the player's understanding of the enemy's behavior to the test. There is even more good that makes Fieldrunners 2 better than its predecessor, but we won't spoil the fun and let
them explore for you. Anyone interested is free to catch the game, priced at $2.99, for their iPhone or iPod touch. Download Fieldrunners 2 for iOSsource:Subatomic Studios via TUAW Subscribe to our newsletter! Tower Defense is one of those genres that really translates well to touch-only devices, and one game that has made that very obvious is Fieldrunners. For the coming two years, it has been
common in the Tower Defense category on Android and iOS alike. If you played it from no doubt you've been waiting for a sequel – even more so than we've seen it launch on iOS first. The wait is now over, and whether you're an old pro or new to the whole genre, we think you'll be impressed. Stay tuned after the break and see what Fieldrunners 2 is all about. The first thing you can say when opening
Fieldrunners 2 and entering the first level is wow. It is clear that a lot of the time for development has gone into the smoothness of the animations, the clarity of the graphics and the overall order of how everything connects. From the subtle animations and sounds in the menu to the way the levels are drawn, this is how the game will impress on all fronts. While this is probably not the most resource-heavy
game available today, we still have to give credit where credit is due, that game ran absolutely flawless for us. If you have tried Fieldrunners (or another Tower Defense game) before do not worry because it is very easy to pick up and start playing. Veterans of the original will feel at home as well - a hard balance to achieve. The first time you play a game, you'll quickly move to the first level in simple mode
to get to know all the new features. Tutorials and pop-up tips as you place towers, make sure you understand how everything works. Tower Defense is fairly simple though – just stop incoming enemies by placing different towers in a strategic pattern. You will quickly pass the level, and get to the real fun. After the first level you will be able to look at the whole world of levels available for the future. Double-
tap or tap to zoom in on the next one, and if you're on it, select one of the two more difficult difficulties. In addition to a complete visual overhaul, Fieldrunners 2 adds a variety of new upgrades, towers and game mechanics to keep things fresh. As the game progresses, you will be able to unlock and equip up to 6 different towers at once, with over 20 to choose from in total. In addition to the usual towers,
you also have about a dozen different special items, such as limited use tools to help you get through the heavy rounds of enemies. Items such as can rewind game progress or kill enemies with hidden mines - things that will basically be needed when at heroic difficulty. New towers and objects are unlocked by moving levels to heavier difficulties, and bought with in-game coins that also get you beyond
crossing levels with higher marks. You can buy more coins than in-app purchases ranging from $1.99 to $99.99, but if you want the biggest challenge, you'll just grind it out yourself. The developer, Subatomic Studios, says there are more than 20 hours of gaming to be had in Fieldrunners 2, so don't worry about finishing this game too fast. These tall, round or square buildings were built to the length or
corners of the castle walls. They were usually taller than the walls and built in Way. Rounded towers leaking from the wall or corner gave a better view of the defenders. The walls usually had arrow loops, and the tops could have accumulated or been crenellated or covered. Inside the tower, the stairs were often circular (turning clockwise while going up), narrow and made of wood or stone. This turn
clockwise gave the defender an advantage because the soldiers were right-handed (left-handed people were considered evil, so even if you were left-handed, you learned to fight with the right). Going up the stairs, the defenders had space to swing their gun hands, but the descending attackers couldn't do it easily. Advertising gates were inside the wall and connected to the bridge over the ditch, but they
were more than just doors. The gates were usually long tunnels with arrow-looped towers on both sides of the entrance. The outer opening of the doorman's tunnel was covered with a grated wooden or iron gate called portcullis. Soldiers could raise the portcullis with reel and cut it while under attack, so defenders could shoot arrows through the holes. In the ceiling of the doorman's tunnel were holes called
murderous holes through which defenders could let go of objects and hot liquid. They also had arrow loops on the sides of the tunnel. Eventually, the doorman had a heavy wooden door on the inside hole, which soldiers could close and lock with braces. The retractable mechanism of the bridge was usually located inside the doorman. Some drawbridges were raised and plagued with reel, and some had a
central fulcrum that allowed them to rotate perpendicularly to form a wall. Other drawbridges could spin so that they were parallel to the ditch and did not connect to both sides. Some bridges had another fortified structure, called a barican, in front of them or next to them. The Barbican was built of stone and had towers with arrow loops and battles. Interior walls and towers Interior walls and towers were built
in a similar way to the outer version. They had many of the same characteristics (arrow loops, hoardings, crenellations) and served the same purpose. The interior walls also divided bailey or separation into different sections. In some castles, the inner towers were freestanding buildings. Bailey or Ward From a military standpoint, Bailey, or courtyard, was a wide-open space. So any invading soldiers who got
through the gate to bailey would be subjected to arrow fire from external walls and towers and internal walls and towers. Bailey also served as a marketplace for festivals and fairs, practicing fields for drilling soldiers and training horses, and space for tournaments. In tournaments, knights fought with swords and shields on foot and joked in arenas called lists (or field lists). In the later Middle Ages, the Baileys
featured gardens and fountains. Some castles did not have internal walls, so bailey also contained towers, maintain (main residence) and auxiliary buildings (large hall, chapel, and servants, kitchens and workshops). workshops).
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